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Generic Transmission Zeros and In-Phase Resonances in Time-Reversal Symmetri
Single Channel Transport
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(Received 28 September 1998)

We study phase coherent transport in a single channel system using the scattering matrix approach.
is shown that identical vanishing of the transmission amplitude occurs generically in quasi-1D systems
if the time reversal is a good symmetry. The transmission zeros naturally lead to abrupt phase change
(without any intrinsic energy scale) and in-phase resonances, providing insights to recent experiment
on phase coherent transport through a quantum dot. [S0031-9007(99)08737-2]

PACS numbers: 73.20.Dx, 73.23.Hk, 73.50.Bk
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In 1995, it was first demonstrated in an experiment u
ing the Aharonov-Bohm (AB) interference effect that th
electron transport through a quantum dot contains a pha
coherent component [1]. This experiment, however, w
found to have some problem due to the so-called pha
locking effect [2]. Two years later, the experiment wa
refined using the four probe measurement scheme so t
the phase of the transmission amplitude through the d
can be measured in a reliable way [3]. It was found th
the phase increases byp whenever the gate voltage to the
dot sweeps through a resonance and that the profile of
phase increase is well described by the Breit-Wigner res
nance formula [4].

Unexpected properties were also discovered. The b
havior of the phase evolution is identical (up to2p) for a
large number of resonances, and between each pair of
jacent in-phase resonances there is an abrupt phase ch
by p, whose characteristic energy scale is much smal
than all other energy scales available in the experime
On the other hand, the 1D Friedel sum rule [5],

DQye  D argstdyp , (1)

predicts that all neighboring resonances are off phase
p, which differs from the experimental findings. Thus
two central questions arise: First, how can in-pha
resonances occur? Does it imply that the Friedel sum ru
is not valid for the quantum dot? Second, why do abru
phase changes occur and why are they so sharp?

Many theoretical investigations addressed these qu
tions. It was suggested that the Friedel sum rule is s
valid and the abrupt phase changes are due to “hidde
electron charging events that do not cause conductan
peaks [2]. It was also speculated that the in-phase re
nances are due to the strong Coulomb interaction [6], t
finite temperature [7], or the Fano resonance [8,9]. The
was also a claim that they are due to peculiar properti
of the AB ring instead of their being a true manifestatio
of the phase of the transmission amplitude [10]. Regar
ing the characteristic energy scale, it was claimed that t
width of the abrupt phase change is the true measure
the intrinsic resonance widthG while the measured reso-
nance peaks are thermally broadened [11].
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In this paper, we present a new theory based on th
Friedel sum rule and the time-reversal symmetry. (I
Ref. [3], the magnetic flux threading the dot is only
a small fraction of a flux quantum.) One of the key
observations is that the 1D Friedel sum rule (1) is no
strictly valid for quasi-1D systems due to the appearanc
of the transmission zeros.

To demonstrate this, we first discuss mirror reflectio
symmetric systems without magnetic fields. Since th
parity is a good quantum number, the scattering stat
can be decomposed into even and odd scattering stat
for jxj . R, cesxd  e2ikjxj 1 e2iue eikjxj and cosxd 
sgnsxd fe2ikjxj 1 e2iuo eikjxjg. (Forjxj , R, there are scat-
tering potentials which may have a higher dimensional na
ture as in Ref. [3].) The outgoing waves are phase shifte
and the Friedel sum rulesDQeye  Dueyp, DQoye 
Duoypd shows that whenever an even (odd) parity quas
bound state is occupied,ue suod shifts byp (Fig. 1).

Alternatively, left and right scattering states can be
used, which are superpositions of the even and od
scattering states:clsxd  fcesxd 2 cosxdgy2, crsxd 
fcesxd 1 cosxdgy2. From these relations, one finds that
the transmission amplitudet and t0 for the left and right
scattering states are

t  t0  ieiu sinf , (2)

whereu ; ue 1 uo and f ; ue 2 uo. In terms of the
new angles, the Friedel sum rule becomes

DQye  Duyp . (3)

FIG. 1. (a) In true 1D systems, even and odd resonance leve
alternate in energy. (b) In quasi-1D systems, they do no
necessarily alternate, leading to the transmission zeros sin
t ~ sinsue 2 uod.
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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In true 1D systems, even and odd resonant sta
alternate in energy and the anglef can be limited to the
range0 , f , p [Fig. 1(a)]. ThenDu  D argstd and
the 1D Friedel sum rule (1) is recovered.

In quasi-1D systems, on the other hand, even a
odd levels do not necessarily alternate in energy. O
concrete example is a dot with the anisotropic harmon
confining potential. The energy levels of the dot ar
given byEsnx , nyd  h̄vxsnx 1 1y2d 1 h̄vysny 1 1y2d
where vx fi vy. Here nx determines the parity of a
level while ny is a free parameter as far as the parit
is concerned. Because of the presence of this fr
parameter, situations like Fig. 1(b) occur genericall
where some of the adjacent levels share the same par
Notice that the difference betweenue and uo increases
from almost zero to almost2p and then decreases to
almost zero. Since the change is continuous, poin
should exist where the differencef is p exactly. At
these points, sinf vanishes identically and as these point
are scanned, sinf reverses its sign, causing the abrup
phase change oft. It is straightforward to verify that
the transmission zeros occur whenever neighboring sta
share the same parity.

As a result of the transmission zeros, one finds

DQye  Duyp fi D argstdyp . (4)

Thus the 1D Friedel sum rule (1) is not strictly valid fo
quasi-1D systems. One immediate consequence is t
there aretwo possibilities for adjacent resonances. The
can be either off phase byp or in phase, and in the latter
case, a transmission zero occurs in between. Anoth
important implication is that there isno intrinsic energy
scale for the abrupt phase change, since the transmiss
zero corresponds to a singular point as far as the pha
is concerned. It also explains naturally the experimen
observation that the abrupt phase changes occur when
amplitude of the AB oscillation almost vanishes [3].

We next generalize the discussion to systems witho
the mirror reflection symmetry. The electron transpo
in single channel systems can be described by the2 3 2
scattering matrixS,

S 

µ
r t0

t r 0

∂
 eiu

µ
eiw1 cosf ie2iw2 sinf

ieiw2 sinf e2iw1 cosf

∂
, (5)

where the matrix elements are parametrized in a mo
general way compatible withSyS 5 SSy 5 I. When the
time reversal is a good symmetry,t  t0 [12] and the
anglew2 can be set to zero. Then Eq. (2) is recovere
Also the general Friedel sum rule [13],

DQye  fD ln DetsSdgy2pi , (6)

reduces to Eq. (3). Thus one again finds that bo
possibilities of the off-phase resonances and the in-pha
resonances are compatible with the Friedel sum rule a
the time-reversal symmetry.

To examine whether the in-phase resonances can app
generically, one has to investigate whether the transm
tes
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sion zeros are generic. The following gedanken exp
ment is useful for discussion. Imagine that one chan
the confining potentialV sx, y; ld  Vssx, yd 1 lVnsx, yd
of a dot adiabatically by turning on the parameterl where
Vssx, yd  Vss2x, yd andVnsx, yd fi Vns2x, yd. Forl 
0, the potential is mirror symmetric and forl fi 0, the mir-
ror symmetry is broken. Let us assume that transmiss
zeros in the mirror symmetric potential disappear afterl is
turned on. Then, Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) represent the typ
behaviors of the transmission amplitude in the comp
t plane forl  0 and l  dl ø 1, respectively. No-
tice that there is no transmission zero in 2(b) since
trajectory oft is shifted off the origin. As the energy i
scanned fromA to B, Du  0 in Fig. 2(a). In Fig. 2(b),
on the other hand,Du  p and thusDQ  e. The corre-
sponding energy levels of the dot are depicted in the ins
While there is no energy level betweenA andB for l  0,
a new level is present betweenA andB in the level diagram
for l  dl sinceDQ  e. Upon the infinitesimal change
of the confining potential, however, new energy levels ca
not appear suddenly although they can drift up and do
Thus this sudden appearance of a new energy level is
physical and to avoid this, the trajectory forl  dl should
pass through the origin. This argument applies all alo
the turning on process and it shows that the transmiss
zeros should still appear generically even if the system
not mirror symmetric.

One can also argue for the in-phase resonances dire
which then establishes the appearance of the transmis
zeros since these two features are linked to each ot
With the time-reversal symmetry, the wave functions c
be taken as real. In true 1D systems, the number of w
function nodes increases by 1 when a new level appe
(oscillation theorem [14]), and each node increases
phase of the transmission amplitude byp. In quasi-
1D systems, on the other hand, there are two clas
of nodes: “spanning” nodes [Fig. 3(a)] that connect tw
opposite boundaries of the dot, and “nonspanning” no
[Fig. 3(b)] that touch either only one particular bounda
or no boundary at all. Such nonspanning nodes

FIG. 2. Behaviors of the transmission amplitude in the co
plex t plane for l  0 (mirror symmetric systems) (a) an
l  dl ø 1 (nonsymmetric systems) (b). The behavior
(b) however leads to an unphysical consequence (see text).
sets show the corresponding energy level diagrams.
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be created, for example, by excitations in the transve
direction or by negative impurity potentials in the interio
of the dot. The two classes of nodes affect the ph
of the transmission amplitude in different ways. Whi
each spanning node shifts the phase byp, nonspanning
nodes donot affect the phase at all. In the experime
[3], the transverse size of the quantum dot is estima
to be much larger than the Fermi length. In such
case, nonspanning nodes are equally plausible as span
nodes, and accordingly in-phase resonances can occ
generically as off-phase resonances.

Until now, we have demonstrated the generic appe
ance of the transmission zeros and in-phase resona
based on the Friedel sum rule and the time-reversal s
metry. Next we demonstrate that multiple resonances a
lead to the transmission zeros naturally if the time rever
is a good symmetry. (This demonstration, in fact, co
stitutes an alternative derivation of the same conclus
without using the Friedel sum rule.) Near a resonan
the scattering matrix becomesSsEd  Sbg 2 iB0ysE 2

E0 1 iG0y2d where the2 3 2 matrix Sbg sSy
bgSbg  Id

is the energy independent background contribution [1
If the off-diagonal matrix elements ofSbg are sufficiently
small, SsEd describes the Breit-Wigner resonance. F
multiple resonances, the scattering matrix becomes

SsEd  Sbg 2

NX
k1

iBk

E 2 Ek 1 iGky2
. (7)

Here we emphasize that the matrix residues2iBk are
not independent. Instead they should be highly cor
lated so thatSysEdSsEd  I for arbitrary realE. (This
is the origin of the limited phase relations between re
nances.) From the unitarity relation and the time-rever
symmetry, one finds five constraints:jtsEdj2  jt0sEdj2;
jrsEdj2  jr 0sEdj2; jtsEdj2 1 jrsEdj2  1; tsEdyt0sEdp 1

rsEdyr 0sEdp  0; tsEd  t0sEd.
It turns out that to examine the implications of the co

straints, it is more convenient to express the matrix e
ments ofSsEd in the product representation by summin
up all N 1 1 terms in Eq. (7),

FIG. 3. Two classes of wave function nodes (thin solid lin
in two dimensions. The markss1d and s2d represent the fact
that the wave functions in the marked areas have positive
negative values, respectively. Notice that while each spann
node in (a) shifts the resonance phase byp, the introduction
of nonspanning nodes (b) does not affect the resonance ph
Straight lines on the left and right represent 1D electrodes.
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tsEd  t0sEd  tbg

NY
k1

E 2 ´k 1 imky2
E 2 Ek 1 iGky2

,

rsEd  rbg

NY
k1

E 2 ek 1 inky2
E 2 Ek 1 iGky2

,

r 0sEd  r 0
bg

NY
k1

E 2 ek 1 in
0
ky2

E 2 Ek 1 iGky2
,

(8)

where snkd2  sn0
kd2 [16]. Then by imposing the con-

straints and the condition of no degenerate resonance l
els [17], one finds

mk  0 for all k , (9)

which implies that all zeros oftsEd are located on the real
energy axis. (We mention that impurities and irregula
boundaries of the dot generate the level repulsion that li
the degeneracy. The degeneracy is lifted further by th
Coulomb blockade effect.)

Evolution of the transmission amplitude is determine
from the locations of poles and zeros. Thus this analys
produces the following prediction (Fig. 4): If there is a
transmission zero (B andD) in between, two neighboring
resonances (A-C and C-E) are in phase, and otherwise
they are off phasesE-Fd. Notice that these predictions
are identical to those of the Friedel sum rule.

It is instructive to compare the transmission zeros fro
the Breit-Wigner resonances and the Fano resonan
[8,9]. Within an energy window that contains two
Breit-Wigner resonances,tsEd  2isBkd21ysE 2 Ek 1

iGky2d 2 isBk11d21ysE 2 Ek11 1 iGk11y2d. By sum-
ming up the two contributions, one findstsEd  asE 2

bdyfsE 2 Ek 1 iGky2d sE 2 Ek11 1 iGk11y2dg where
b  bp due to the time-reversal symmetry. Thus th
transmission zero atE  b is due to the completely
“destructive interference” of thetwo resonance levels.

The transmission zeros also arise from the Fano res
nance [8,9], to which the same expression (7) applie
Unlike the Breit-Wigner resonances, however, the of
diagonal matrix elements ofSbg are not small. Thus near

FIG. 4. Zeross±d and poless3d of the transmission amplitude
tsEd in the complex energy plane. Insets show the correspon
ing behaviors of the magnitudejtj2 and the phase argstd as a
function of real energyE.
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a Fano resonance, one findstsEd  sSbgd21 2 isBkd21y
sE 2 Ek 1 iGky2d  asE 2 bdysE 2 Ek 1 iGky2d
whereb  bp ø Ek . One finds again the transmissio
zero. It should be noted however that the transmiss
zero is now due to the destructive interference of t
background contribution (continuous state of the ener
channel) and the pole contribution (localized state f
Ref. [8] and t stub for Ref. [9]). Notice also that the
Fano resonance peak is highly asymmetric sinceb ø Ek ,
which disagrees with the experiment [3].

Below we discuss briefly effects of the electron
electron interaction and magnetic fields on the transm
sion zeros. Langer and Ambegaokar [13] have sho
that even in the presence of the interaction, the gene
Friedel sum rule (6) is valid atE  EF provided that
quasiparticle excitations at the Fermi energy remain w
defined. Then all analyses for noninteracting systems
ply equally to interacting systems if one fixes the probin
energyE at EF and instead varies the depth of the pote
tial well, which amounts to replacingE by EF 2 heVg.
(Figure 2 can be used to argue against the disappeara
of the transmission zeros upon the adiabatic interact
turning on. In this case,DQ  e in Fig. 2(b) can be in-
terpreted as the sudden charge density jump.)

Magnetic fields, on the other hand, affect the transm
sion zeros in a fundamental way since it breaks the tim
reversal symmetry. In this case,t fi t0 and the anglew2
in Eq. (5) can have nonzero values. Then the transmiss
zeros are generically replaced by the rapid but continuo
change ofw2 by p, and thus a finite energy scale appea
for the abrupt phase changes. The precise energy s
depends on the detailed electron dynamics inside the d
which goes beyond the scope of this paper.

Lastly, we discuss the large dominance of the in-pha
resonances over the off-phase resonances in Ref.
Hackenbroichet al. [18] proposed that avoided crossing
of single particle levels may result in a long sequen
of resonances carrying thesameinternal wave function.
In view of the present analysis, this mechanism
overrestrictive since it restricts not only the number
spanning nodes but also the number of nonspann
nodes as well. We speculate that a less restrictive a
possibly more widely applicable mechanism may ex
which exploits the “degree of freedom” given by th
nonspanning nodes. Further investigation in this directi
is necessary.

In summary, we demonstrated that the transmiss
zeros and the in-phase resonances are generic featur
the time-reversal symmetric single channel transport if t
transverse size of a scatterer (dot) is sufficiently larg
than the Fermi wavelength.
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